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Wi-MAN Crack Keygen is a practical and useful software
solution whose main purpose is to help users create ad-

hoc Wi-Fi networks and share their Wi-Fi connection
with other people. The application sports a simple an
intuitive interface and no advanced configurations are
required. Simply connect the Wi-Fi router or modem to

your computer and start sharing your network with your
friends and colleagues. Also, Wi-MAN comes with a

command-line interface that enables you to view the
SSID name, the maximum number of clients allowed to
connect to your Wi-Fi network, the authentication mode
and the status. Furthermore, you have the possibility to

view and analyze the total number of available
channels, the radio type and the BSSID, known also as

the Mac address which is a unique and non-editable
property of the WLAN router or of the WLAN device and
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should not be revealed to other users for secure
reasons. Because the application does not come with

complex options and settings, you are required only to
hit the Start button from the main window, then easily

create Wi-Fi networks. To sum things up, Wi-MAN
proves to be a reliable software utility that enables
users to create multiple Wi-Fi networks effortlessly.

Since it comes with a simple interface and with minimal
features, advanced users might need to refocus on

more complex apps. System requirements: OS : 64bit,
RAM : 4GB, Vendor: WINDOWS New App: WIFI BASIC An
application that introduces the configuration of wireless

networks in a simple and practical way. Unlike other
systems which can be cumbersome for simple users,

this application facilitates the management and
configuration of the wireless network through the use of
a simple wizard. System Requirements: Windows vista

and above. System Notes: If wireless networks are
enabled, it will always get the settings of your wireless

networks, even if you do not use that particular wireless
network. And you do not need to find it in the list of

available wireless networks. System Requirements: OS :
64bit, RAM : 4GB, Vendor: WINDOWS AV:Wi-Fi:Password

Finder SS:Wi-Fi:Beeping Wi-Fi Access Point WIFI
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Wi-MAN Crack Download

Wi-MAN is a free, simple and easy to use utility that
enables users to share the Wi-Fi connection of their Wi-
Fi router or modem with other people. By means of an
intuitive user interface, you can quickly create Wi-Fi

networks, and also enable them with a custom
password. After creating the Wi-Fi network, you can

connect your mobile device to the network and enjoy
the available Wi-Fi connection. Wi-MAN is a highly

useful utility which enables your computer or
smartphone to automatically share its wireless

connection with other people. With the software, you
are able to control your wireless settings or create ad-
hoc Wi-Fi networks. While creating the Wi-Fi network,

you will be able to define its name, the maximum
number of clients allowed to connect to the network,

the authentication type and also the type of encryption
employed by the network. With the software, you are
also able to view and analyze your Wi-Fi router’s MAC
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address which is a unique and non-editable property
that should not be revealed to other users. Wi-MAN

Features: • Automatically create Wi-Fi network which
uses the Wi-Fi of your computer or mobile device. •

Define the name of the network, the maximum number
of clients that can connect to the Wi-Fi and the

authentication type. • Enable ad-hoc Wi-Fi network •
Send your Wi-Fi configuration to your Android or iOS

device. • View the total number of available channels,
the radio type and the MAC address (BSSID) of the Wi-Fi
router. • View the status of the Wi-Fi connection. • View
the SSID of the Wi-Fi network. • View and analyze the

settings of the Wi-Fi network. • Enable network
discovery to automatically create Wi-Fi networks. •

Enable SSID discovery. • Enable/Disable Wi-Fi monitor.
• Enable/Disable monitor. • Enable/Disable local

discovery. • Enable/Disable mesh. • Enable/Disable ad-
hoc configuration. • Enable/Disable ad-hoc. •

Enable/Disable guest network. • Enable/Disable guest. •
Enable/Disable guest password. • Enable/Disable guest

login. • Enable/Disable Guest network for Android. •
Enable/Disable Guest network for iOS. • Enable/Disable

WPS. • Enable/Disable WPS password. b7e8fdf5c8
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Wi-MAN Crack + Torrent (Activation Code)

Wi-MAN is a cross-platform software application. It's
free for personal use only. It provides the capability to
create multiple Wi-Fi networks with ease. Its main
feature is the effortless sharing of Wi-Fi connection to
other computers/devices. Wi-MAN also enables its user
to view the status of the system - details such as their
current password and the availability of their Wi-Fi
network. Wi-MAN is a free, open-source freeware. It
provides users to create multiple Wi-Fi network
connections with ease and get information about their
systems in the easiest way. Wi-MAN is easy to use - you
don't need to configure anything. Wi-MAN is a free and
easy-to-use Wi-Fi Network tool. Wi-MAN is a network
management tool. Wi-MAN is a free, simple, portable,
easy-to-use and cross platform tool. Wi-MAN provides
the flexibility to create multiple Wi-Fi networks with
ease. Wi-MAN is a cross-platform network tool. Wi-MAN
is a cross-platform network management tool. Wi-MAN
enables the easy creation of multiple Wi-Fi networks. Wi-
MAN enables easy access to multiple Wi-Fi networks. Wi-
MAN enables sharing your Wi-Fi networks with other
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people. Wi-MAN helps to create multiple Wi-Fi networks.
Wi-MAN provides you a complete monitoring tool to
assist and satisfy your specific needs in a specific
environment. Wi-MAN provides you with a free and easy-
to-use Wi-Fi network tool. Wi-MAN provides you with a
free and easy-to-use Wi-Fi network management tool.
Wi-MAN provides you with a free and easy-to-use cross-
platform network tool. Wi-MAN provides you with a free,
simple, portable, easy-to-use and cross platform tool.
Wi-MAN provides you with a free, simple, portable, easy-
to-use and cross-platform network management tool.
Wi-MAN provides you with a free, simple, portable, easy-
to-use and cross-platform network management tool.
Wi-MAN provides you with a free, simple, portable, easy-
to-use and cross-platform network management tool.
Wi-MAN provides you with a free, simple, portable, easy-
to-use and cross-platform network management tool.
Wi-MAN is

What's New In?

- Create your own Wi-Fi network - Automatically detect
the SSID of your router - Use the Wi-Fi password if the
router allows it - View the number of clients allowed to
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connect to your network - Connect to the Wi-Fi network
from another computer - View and analyze the WLAN
router's BSSID (MAC address) and radio type - View and
analyze the number of available channels - All these
features and more in just few taps of the mouse. - No
configuring or technical knowledge required. - No e-mail
updates For any additional information, go to Wi-MAN
Features: - Create your own Wi-Fi network -
Automatically detect the SSID of your router - Use the
Wi-Fi password if the router allows it - View the number
of clients allowed to connect to your network - Connect
to the Wi-Fi network from another computer - View and
analyze the WLAN router's BSSID (MAC address) and
radio type - View and analyze the number of available
channels - Unblock Wi-Fi networks - Rename Wi-Fi
networks - Delete Wi-Fi networks - Disconnect Wi-Fi
connections when computer is shut down -
Automatically connect to Wi-Fi networks when
computer is turned on - Choose the Wi-Fi network
interface - Clients cannot change the Wi-Fi network
name - Wi-Fi network can be shared with other devices
- Wi-Fi network can be configured from any computer -
The application does not remember Wi-Fi networks from
other computers. - The application does not remember
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Wi-Fi passwords from other computers - The application
has no preferences or settings to configure - The
application does not need to be installed - The
application does not need to be updated - There are no
questions - Settings are stored in the application -
Disconnect a network when the application is closed -
The application does not have any intrusive features -
The application does not track and record activity - The
application does not change the system configuration -
The application does not crash or hang - The application
does not open multiple instance of Internet Explorer or
any other program - The application does not connect
to the Internet - The application does not send e-mails -
The application does not create an autostart application
- The application does not work with your device in use
-
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7/8/10 Processor: Intel Core 2
Duo or better Memory: 2 GB RAM Storage: 500 MB
available space Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible video
card with 1GB RAM DirectX: Version 11 Network:
Broadband Internet connection Recommended:
Processor: Intel Core i5 or better Memory: 4 GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible video card with 1
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